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Abstract� This paper summarizes recent results on the number and characterization
of di	erential invariants of transformation groups� Generalizations of theorems due to
Ovsiannikov and to M� Green are presented� as well as a new approach to 
nding bounds
on the number of independent di	erential invariants�

Consider a group of transformations acting on a jet space coordinatized by the inde�
pendent variables� the dependent variables� and their derivatives� Scalar functions which
are not a	ected by the group transformations are known as di	erential invariants� Their
importance was emphasized by Sophus Lie� ���� who showed that every invariant system of
di	erential equations� ����� and every invariant variational problem� ����� could be directly
expressed in terms of the di	erential invariants� As such they form the basic building blocks
of many physical theories� where one begins by postulating the invariance of the equations
or the variational principle under a prescribed symmetry group� Lie also demonstrated�
����� how di	erential invariants could be used to integrate invariant ordinary di	erential
equations� and succeeded in completely classifying all the di	erential invariants for all pos�
sible 
nite�dimensional Lie groups of point transformations in the case of one independent
and one dependent variable� Lies results were pursued by Tresse� ����� and� much later�
Ovsiannikov� ����� In this paper� I will summarize some recent� new results extending
these earlier classi
cation theorems� which were discovered in the course of writing the
forthcoming book� ����� Space considerations preclude the inclusion of proofs and signi
�
cant examples here� It is worth remarking that� surprisingly� the complete classi
cation of
di	erential invariants for many of the groups of physical importance� including the general
linear� a�ne� conformal� and Poincar�e groups� does not yet seem to be known�
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Consider the spacey M � X �U � Rp�Rq whose coordinates represent our indepen�
dent variables x � �x�� � � � � xp� � X and dependent variables u � �u�� � � � � uq� � U � Let
Jn denote the associated jet bundle of order n� whose coordinates �x� u�n�� represent the
independent variables and the derivatives u�I � �ku��xi� � � � �xik � � � �� � � � � q� � � i� � p�
of the dependent variables of orders � � k � �I � n� Thus� dimJn � p � q�n�� where
q�n� � q

�
p�n
n

�
� The number of derivative coordinates of order exactly n is denoted by

qn � dimJn � dimJn�� � q�n� � q�n��� � qpn � q

�
p� n� �

n

�
� ���

A smooth function �or section� u � f�x� from X to U has nth prolongation �or n�jet�
u�n� � pr�n�f�x�� which is the section of Jn given by u�I � �If

��x��

A di	erential one�form � on the jet space Jn is called a contact form if it is annihilated
by all prolonged functions� It is easy to prove that every contact form on Jn is a linear
combination of the basic contact forms

��I � du�I �

pX
k��

u�I�k dx
k� � � �� � � � � q� � � �I � n� ���

We call �I the order of the contact form ��I � so the contact forms on Jn have orders at
most n � �� A one�form on Jn is called horizontal if it annihilates all vertical tangent
directions� i�e�� just involves the dxis�

A smooth� real�valued function F � Jn � R is called a di�erential function of order n�
Note that any di	erential function F �x� u�n�� of order n automatically de
nes a di	erential
function on any higher order jet space merely by treating the coordinates �x� u�n�� of Jn

as a subset of the coordinates �x� u�n�k�� of Jn�k � this is the same as composing F with
the natural projection �n�kn � Jn�k � Jn� In the sequel� we will not distinguish between F
and F ��n�kn � Given a di	erential function F � Jn � R� its di	erential is the one �form

dF �

pX
i��

�F

�xi
dxi �

qX
���

X
�I�n

�F

�u�I
du�I �

On the next higher order jet space Jn��� we can uniquely decompose dF into a horizontal
one�form plus a contact form� The horizontal component is called the total di�erential of
F � and given by DF �

Pp

i��DiF dxi� where Di denotes the total derivative with respect
to xi�

De�nition �� A local di	eomorphism �� Jn � Jn de
nes a contact transformation
of order n if it preserves the space of contact forms� meaning that if � is any contact form
on Jn� then ��� is also a contact form�

y More generally� M can be a vector or 
ber bundle� or even an arbitrary smooth
manifold� ����� However� as all our considerations are local� there is no loss in generality
in restricting our attention to open subsets of Euclidean space�
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In particular� any point transformation ��M � M de
nes a zeroth order contact
transformation� Contact transformations act on functions by point�wise transforming
their prolonged graphs� If �� Jn � Jn de
nes an nth order contact transformation�
then� for any k � �� there is a uniquely de
ned �n � k�th order contact transforma�
tion pr�n�k��� Jn�k � Jn�k� the kth prolongation of �� which projects back down to
�� B�acklunds Theorem� �	�� demonstrates that� except in the case of a single dependent
variable� all contact transformations are merely prolonged point transformations�

Theorem 
� If the number of dependent variables is greater than one� q � �� then
every contact transformation is the prolongation of a point transformation ��M �M � If
q � �� then there are �rst order contact transformations which do not come from point
transformations� but every nth order contact transformation is the �n � ��st prolongation
of a �rst order contact transformation �� J� � J��

By a transformation group G� then� we mean either a local Lie group of point transfor�
mations acting on �an open subset of� the spaceM of independent and dependent variables�
or� in the single dependent variable case� a local Lie group of contact transformations act�
ing on �an open subset of� the 
rst jet space J�� �In this paper� a transformation group is
always a 
nite�dimensional Lie group�� To keep the notation uniform� we let G�n� denote
the associated prolonged group action �by contact transformations� on the jet space Jn� so
that G�n� � pr�n�G in the case of point transformations� whereas G�n� � pr�n���G in the
case of 
rst order contact transformations� �In the latter case we assume that n � ��� The
�prolonged� in
nitesimal generators of G�n� form a Lie algebra g

�n� of vector 
elds v�n� on
Jn satisfying the same commutation relations as the Lie algebra g of G� and determined
by the standard prolongation formula� cf� �����

De�nition 	� Let G be a group of point or contact transformations� A di�erential
invariant is a real�valued function I� Jn � R which satis
es I�g�n� � �x� u�n��� � I�x� u�n��
for all g�n� � G�n�� and all �x� u�n�� � Jn where the prolonged transformation g�n� � �x� u�n��
is de
ned�

As usual� the di	erential invariant I may only be de
ned on an open subset of the
jet space� although we shall still write I� Jn � R to indicate its jet space of de
nition�
Di	erential invariants �of connected groups� are most easily determined using in
nitesimal
methods�

Proposition �� A function I� Jn � R is a di�erential invariant for a connected trans�
formation group G if and only if v�n��I� � � for every prolonged in�nitesimal generator
v�n� � g

�n��

In applications� the determination of a complete set of functionally independent dif�
ferential invariants of a given group action is of signi
cant importance� Functional inde�
pendence is guaranteed if their di	erentials are linearly independent� dF� 	 � � � 	 dFk 
� ��
Since� as noted above� any lower order di	erential invariant I�x� u�k��� k � n� is auto�
matically an nth order di	erential invariant� it will be important to distinguish di	erential
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invariants of order exactly n from lower order di	erential invariants� We will call a set of
di	erential functions on Jn strictly independent if� as functions of the nth order derivative
coordinates alone� they are functionally independent� The functions F�� � � � � Fk are strictly
independent if their nth order di	erentials� given �intrinsically� by

dnF �

qX
���

X
�I�n

�F

�u�I
du�I � ���

are linearly independent at each point� dnF� 	 dnF� 	 � � � 	 dnFr 
� �� Note that� in
particular� this implies that none of the F s� or any function thereof� can be of order
strictly less than n�

In order to study the di	erential invariants of a transformation group� a more detailed
knowledge of the structure of the prolonged group actions is required� The following
remarks all follow directly from Frobenius Theorem� cf� ����� Let G be an r�dimensional
Lie group of transformations� Let sn denote the maximal �generic� orbit dimension of
the prolonged action G�n�� so that G�n� acts semi�regularly on the open subset V �n� � Jn

consisting of all points contained in the orbits of maximal dimension� �If G acts analytically�
then the subset V �n� is dense in Jn�� In the remainder of this paper� we shall restrict
our attention to the subset V �n�� thereby avoiding more delicate questions concerning
singularities of the prolonged group actions� Let hn denote the dimension of any isotropy

subgroup H
�n�
z � fg j g�n� � z � zg for z � V �n�� �These isotropy subgroups are� in general�

di	erent� but all have the same dimension�� Then the orbit dimensions satisfy sn � r�hn�
Locally� near any point z � V �n�� there are

in � p� q�n� � sn � p� q�n� � r � hn ���

functionally independent di	erential invariants of order at most n� Since each di	erential
invariant of order less than n is included in this count� the integers in form a non�decreasing
sequence� i� � i� � i� � � � �� The di	erence

jn � in � in�� � qn � sn � sn�� � qn � hn � hn��� ���

cf� ���� will count the number of strictly independent nth order di	erential invariants� For
groups of point transformations� we set j� � i� to be the number of ordinary invariants�
for contact transformation groups� where i� and s� are not de
ned� we set j� � i�� Note
that jn cannot exceed qn� the number of independent derivative coordinates of order n�
this implies the elementary inequalities

in�� � in � in�� � qn� ���

If O�n� � Jn is any orbit of G�n�� then� for any k � n� its projection �nk �O
�n�� � Jk is an

orbit of the kth prolongation G�k�� Therefore� the maximal orbit dimension sn of G�n� is a
nondecreasing function of n� bounded by r � dimG�

s� � s� � s� � � � � � r� ���
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On the other hand� since the orbits cannot increase in dimension any more than the increase
in dimension of the jet spaces themselves� we have the the elementary inequalities

sn�� � sn � sn�� � qn� ���

governing the orbit dimensions� Note that� in view of equations ��� and ���� the inequalities
��� are equivalent to those in ���� Condition ��� implies that the maximal orbit dimension
eventually stabilizes� so that there exists an integer s such that sm � s for all m su�ciently
large� In particular� if the orbit dimension is ever the same as that of G� meaning sn � r
for some n� then sm � r for all m � n� We will call s the stable orbit dimension� and the
minimal order n for which sn � s the order of stabilization of the group�

Example �� Consider the three�parameter group action �x� u� �� �	x � a� 	u �
b�� �x� u� � M � R

�� generated by the vector 
elds �x� �u� x�x � u�u� There are no
ordinary invariants since the group is transitive on M � R

�� Furthermore� all three
vector 
elds happen to coincide with their 
rst prolongations� and hence there is one
independent 
rst order di	erential invariant� namely ux� The second prolongations are
�x� �u� x�x � u�u � uxx�uxx � and hence there are no di	erential invariants of �strictly�
second order� There is a single third order di	erential invariant� namely u��xxuxxx� a single
fourth order invariant� u��xxuxxxx� and� in general� a single nth order di	erential invariant
u�n��xx Dn

xu� Therefore� the number of strictly independent di	erential invariants is given
by j� � j� � �� j� � j� � � � � � jn � �� n � �� Therefore� i� � �� i� � i� � ��
i� � �� � � � � in � n� �� which implies that the maximal orbit dimensions are s� � s� � ��
s� � s� � � � � � � � dimG� We observe that the orbit dimensions  pseudo�stabilized!
at order � since s� � s�� but the correct order of stabilization is n � �� More generally�
the r�dimensional group generated by �x� �u� x�u� � � � � x

r���u� x�x � �r � ��u�u has orbit
dimensions s� � �� s� � �� � � � � sr�� � sr�� � r � �� sr�� � sr � � � � � r� so the orbit
dimensions pseudo�stabilize at order r � ��

A transformation group acts e�ectively if di	erent group elements have di	erent ac�
tions� so that g � x � h � x for all x �M if and only if g � h� The global isotropy subgroup
GM � fg j g � x � x for all x � Mg� which is a closed normal subgroup of G� measures
the  e	ectiveness! of the action of G in the sense that G acts e	ectively if and only if
GM � feg is trivial� If G does not act e	ectively� we can replace it by the quotient group
G�GM � which does act e	ectively on M in essentially the same way as G itself� Thus�
there is no loss in generality in assuming that all our group actions are �locally� e	ective�
A Lie group G is said to act locally e�ectively if the global isotropy group GM is a discrete
subgroup of G� in which case G�GM has the same dimension �and the same Lie algebra�
as G� Remarkably� the local e	ectiveness of a group action is characterized by its stable
orbit dimension� �����

Theorem �� A transformation group G acts locally e�ectively if and only if its
dimension is the same as its stable orbit dimension� so that sm � r � dimG for all m
su�ciently large�
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The basic method for constructing a complete system of di	erential invariants of a
given transformation group is to use invariant di	erential operators� A di	erential oper�
ator is said to be G�invariant if it maps di	erential invariants to higher order di	erential
invariants� and thus� by iteration� produces hierarchies of di	erential invariants of arbitrar�
ily large order� For n su�ciently large� we can guarantee the existence of su�ciently many
such di	erential operators so as to completely generate all the higher order independent
di	erential invariants of the group by successively di	erentiating lower order di	erential
invariants� Thus� a complete description of all the di	erential invariants is provided by
a collection of low order  fundamental! di	erential invariants along with the requisite
invariant di	erential operators�

De�nition �� A di	erential one�form 
 on Jn is called contact�invariant under a
transformation group G if and only if� for every g � G� we have �g�n���
 � 
� � for some
contact form � � �g�

The in
nitesimal criterion for contact�invariance is that the Lie derivative of the form
with respect to the prolonged in
nitesimal generators vanish� v�n��
� � � for all v�n� �
g
�n�� Contact forms are trivially contact�invariant� so only the horizontal contact�invariant

forms are of interest� If I�x� u�n�� is any nth order di	erential invariant� its total di	erential
DI �

P
DjI dx

j is a contact�invariant one�form on Jn��� The construction of high order
di	erential invariants is facilitated by the existence of enough horizontal contact�invariant
forms�

De�nition �� Let G be a transformation group acting on a space having p indepen�
dent variables� An nth order di�erential invariant coframe is a collection of p � dimX
independent contact�invariant horizontal one�forms 
�� � � � � 
p� de
ned locally on the jet
space Jn�

Di	erential invariant coframes are the jet space counterparts of the coframes from
di	erential geometry that form the foundation of the Cartan equivalence method� ���� ����
If F �x� u�m�� is any di	erential function� we can rewrite its total di	erential in terms of
the coframe�

DF �

pX
k��

DkF 
k� ���

The resulting  coframe di	erential operators! Dk are G�invariant di	erential operators�

Proposition �� If I�x� u�m�� is any di�erential invariant of order m� then DkI is a
di�erential invariant of order � maxfn�m� �g�

In local coordinates� if 
i �
P

k P
i
k�x� u

�n��dxk � then Dk �
P

iQ
i
k�x� u

�n��Di� where
Q �

�
Qi
j �x� u

�n��
�
� P�T � In particular� if the 
i � DIi are obtained from function�

ally independent di	erential invariants I�� � � � � Ip� then P �
�
DjIi�x� u

�n��
�
is their total

Jacobian matrix�
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Let us 
rst consider the case p � �� so there is a single independent variable x�
A di	erential invariant coframe is just a nonvanishing contact�invariant one�form 
 �
P �x� u�n�� dx� The associated invariant di	erential operator D � ���P �Dx maps a di	er�
ential invariant J to the di	erential invariant DJ � DxJ�P � In particular� if I�x� u�n�� is
any �non�constant� di	erential invariant� the corresponding invariant di	erential operator
is D � �DxI�

��Dx� which maps J to dJ�dI � DxJ�DxI� Therefore� starting from a pair
of di	erential invariants �or� more generally� a single di	erential invariant and a contact�
invariant horizontal one�form� we construct an in
nite sequence of higher and higher order
di	erential invariants DkJ � k � �� �� �� � � �� The functional independence of the resulting
di	erential invariants is guaranteed by the following lemma�

Lemma ��� Suppose J�� � � � � Jr are strictly independent nth order di�erential invari�
ants� and I is either a di�erential invariant of order strictly less than n� or an nth order
di�erential invariant which is strictly independent of the J��s� Let D � �DxI�

��Dx de�
note the invariant di�erential operator associated with DI� Then the di�erential functions
DJ�� � � � �DJr are strictly independent �n� ��st order di�erential invariants�

Theorem ��� Suppose that G is a group of point or contact transformations acting
on a space M having one independent variable and q dependent variables� Then� locally�
there exist q � � fundamental� independent di�erential invariants I� J�� � � � � Jq� such that
every di�erential invariant can be written as a function of these di�erential invariants
and their derivatives DmJ� � where D � �DxI�

��Dx is the invariant di�erential operator
associated with the �rst di�erential invariant I�

Both results can be readily generalized by using a contact�invariant one�form instead
of DI�

Theorem �� has some important consequences governing the order of stabilization n
of a transformation group� As we saw in Example �� it is possible for the orbit dimension
to pseudo�stabilize at some lower order� meaning that sk � sk�� � sk�� for some k � n�
First� we note that a pseudo�stabilization of the orbit dimensions can only occur if the
orbit dimension is rather high�

Theorem �
� Suppose that� for some n � �� the maximal orbit dimensions of
the prolonged group actions satisfy sn�� � sn � sn�� � q�n�� Then n is the order of
stabilization of G�

The next result� which follows directly from Theorem ��� demonstrates that there can
be at most one such pseudo�stabilization�

Theorem �	� Suppose that the maximal orbit dimensions of the prolonged group
actions satisfy sk � sk�� and� also� sn � sn�� for some n � k� Then sm � sn for all
m � n�

Both of these results are valid as stated in the general case of several independent
variables and several dependent variables � see below� Theorem �� provides a signi
cant
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strengthening of Ovsiannikovs stabilization theorem� ���� p� ����� which states that if
sn�� � sn � sn�� � sn��� then the orbit dimension stabilizes at order n� Indeed� even
in this case� the proof of Theorem �� in ���� is new and much more direct than that of
Ovsiannikov�

As a consequence of Theorems �� and ��� there are essentially only two possibilities for
the orders of the fundamental di	erential invariants� as described in Theorem ��� of a group
of transformations acting on a space with just one independent variable� Assume G is an
r�dimensional group acting locally e	ectively� and let n denote the order of stabilization�
Then either

a	 The fundamental di	erential invariants have order at most n��� In this case� there
exist q � � di	erential invariants� I� of order � n� J�� � � � � Jq�� of order � n� �� and Jq of
order � n� �� In this case dimG � r � � � �n � ��q�

b	 The fundamental di	erential invariants have order at most n � �� In this case�
there exist q�� di	erential invariants I� J�� � � � � Jq��� all of order � n��� and Jq of order
� n� �� This case can only occur if the dimension of G equals r � � � �n� ��q�

Consequently� in the case of a single independent variable� the order of stabilization
n of an r�dimensional locally e	ective group action obeys the inequalities

r � �

q
� � � n � r � �� ����

In his study of the di	erential invariants of curves in a homogeneous space� ����
M� Green discovered a striking formula relating the number of fundamental di	erential
invariants to the dimensions of the isotropy subgroups of the prolonged group action� Our
Theorem �� implies that Greens results are� in fact� valid for completely general trans�
formation groups on spaces with one independent variable� Let kn denote the number of
strictly independent fundamental di	erential invariants of order n� i�e�� those di	erential
invariants which are not expressed in terms of di	erentiated invariants of any lower order�
Since� according to Lemma ��� the di	erentiated invariants coming from strictly indepen�
dent invariants are themselves strictly independent� these numbers satisfy kn � jn � jn��
provided either in�� � �� so there is at least one lower order invariant to provide the
require invariant di	erential operator� or� more generally� there exists a contact�invariant
one�form of order at most n� ��

Theorem ��� Let G be a transformation group� Then the number kn of fundamental
di�erential invariants of order n is given in terms of the minimal dimension hn of the
isotropy subgroups of G�n� according to

kn �

�
hn � �hn�� � hn�� � �� if in�� � �� in�� � ��
hn � �hn�� � hn��� otherwise�

����

Equation ���� is valid for all n � � provided we set in � � and hn � r � � � �n � ��q
whenever the action G�n� is not de�ned� i�e�� for n � ������ and� in the case of a contact
transformation group� n � ��
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Example ��� Let G be an r�dimensional Lie group and H � G a closed subgroup
of dimension s� Let M � R�G�H� so that the functions u � f�x� are described by curves
in the homogeneous space G�H� The group G acts on M by the Cartesian product of the
trivial action on the independent variable x � R and its usual action via left multiplication
onG�H� In this case� h� � s � dimH� and i� � j� � k� � �� since there is a single ordinary
invariant x� with consequential invariant di	erential operator Dx� Formula ���� implies
M� Greens main result that there are kn � hn � �hn�� � hn�� fundamental di	erential
invariants of order n � �� For n � �� we have k� � h� � �h� � h�� �� � h� � �s� r since
i�� � �� i� � �� while h�� � r � � according to our convention� �Green sets h�� � r� but
this does not conform with our general formula�� See ��� for a wide variety of applications
and explicit examples� including a�ne� projective� and conformal geometry�

Let us now specialize even further� to the case p � q � �� so there is just one indepen�
dent and one dependent variable� Here qn � � for all n� so ��� implies that� for each n � ��
there is at most one independent di	erential invariant of order � n� i�e�� jn � �� Theorem
�� implies that there are precisely two fundamental di	erential invariants I�x� u�s�� and
J�x� u�t��� having orders � � s � t respectively� �Here we are leaving aside the trivial
case when G � feg acts trivially on M � where there are two independent zeroth order in�
variants� namely x and u� and every di	erential function is a di	erential invariant�� Every
other di	erential invariant can be written in terms of I� J � and the di	erentiated invariants
DmJ � dmJ�dIm� so that js � �� and jm � � for every m � t� Equation ��� implies that
the orbit dimensions and number of invariants are given by

sk � k � �� ik � �� k � s� ��
sk � k � �� ik � �� s � k � t� ��
sk � t� ik � k � t � �� k � t�

����

Assuming G acts locally e	ectively� we conclude that the second fundamental di	erential
invariant J necessarily has order t � r � dimG� There are three subcases� If the 
rst
fundamental invariant I has order s � �� the group acts intransitively on M � the orbit
dimension stabilizes at order r � �� and there is one ordinary invariant �of order �� and
one rth order di	erential invariant� At the other extreme� if s � r � �� then the group has
fundamental di	erential invariants of orders r�� and r� and the orbit dimension stabilizes
at order r� �� The intermediate cases � � s � r� � are when the orbit dimension pseudo�
stabilizes at order s� and 
nally stabilizes at order r��� Thus� our methods provide rather
detailed information on the possible orbit dimensions of prolonged group actions in the
single variable case� However� even this is not as detailed as possible� Lie� ���� �see also
��
�� completely classi
ed the Lie groups of both point and contact transformations acting
on a two�dimensional complex manifold� Moreover� in ���� he determined the di	erential
invariants for each of the point transformation groups� �Unfortunately� I have not yet found
where �if anywhere� Lie classi
ed the di	erential invariants of the contact transformation
groups�� Inspecting Lies tables� we are led to the following remarkable result�

Theorem ��� Let G be a locally e�ective r�dimensional Lie group of point transfor�
mations acting on M � R�� Then G has fundamental di�erential invariants I�x� u�s�� and

�



J�x� u�r�� having orders s � r� Moreover� s � r � � unless either a	 G acts intransitively�
in which case s � �� or b	 the prolonged orbit dimensions pseudo�stabilize� in which case
s � r� �� and the pseudo�stabilization occurs at order r� �� In fact� the orbit dimensions
pseudo�stabilize if and only if the group action is equivalent� under a change of variables�
to the r�dimensional Lie group action described in Example ��

We now discuss generalizations of these results in the case of several independent
variables� We have already seen how to constuct a di	erential invariant coframe and
the consequent invariant di	erential operators D�� � � � �Dp� To proceed further� we must

nd an independence result for the di	erentiated invariants similar to that in Lemma ���
The multi�variable case� though� is more complicated since the strict independence of nth

order di	erential invariants J�� � � � � Jr does not necessarily imply the independence of the
di	erentiated invariants DiJ� � A new approach to this problem relies on a combinatorial
theorem proved by Macaulay� ��	�� in his study of the Hilbert function of an algebraic

polynomial ideal�y

Lemma ��� Let p � � be an integer� Then any nonnegative integer r � N can be
uniquely written in the form

r �

�
k� � p� �

p

�
�

�
k� � p� �

p� �

�
� � � ��

�
ks � p� s

p � s � �

�
� ����

where k� � k� � � � � � ks � � form a non�increasing sequence of positive integers with
� � s � p�

Write kp�r� � �k�� � � � � ks� for the integer sequence associated with r � N� De
ne
the function �p�N � N which takes an integer r� represented by the sequence kp�r� �
�k�� � � � � ks�� to the integer �p�r� which satis
es kp��p�r�� � �k� � �� k� � �� � � � � ks � ���

Macaulays Theorem provides lower bounds for the dimensions of the homogeneousx com�
ponents of polynomial ideals using the functions �p�

Theorem ��� Let I � R�x�� � � � � xp� be a homogeneous polynomial ideal in p vari�

ables� Let dn � dimI�n� be the dimension of the set I�n� � fP � I jP �	x� � 	nP �x�g
of polynomials of degree n in I� 	Note that� by homogeneity� I �

L

n�� I
�n��
 Then

dn�� � �p�dn��

Given q � �� we de
ne �np�q�N � N as follows� for r � N� we write r � spn � t�

where s is the quotient� and t the remainder� when r is divided by pn �
�
p�n��

n

�
� Then

�np�q�r� � spn�� � �p�t�� Note� in particular� �np�q�qn� � qn��� We can now state the basic
�new� inequality for the number of di	erential invariants�

y In more recent years� Macaulays theorem has been considerably generalized in the
combinatorial theory of extremal multi�sets� and forms a special case of the Kruskal�Katona
Theorem� cf� ����
x Macaulay also extends this result to nonhomogeneous ideals�

��



Theorem ��� Let G be a transformation group acting on a space with p independent
variables and q dependent variables� Suppose D�� � � � �Dp form a complete set of invariant
di�erential operators coming from a di�erential invariant coframe of order n or less� Sup�
pose J�� � � � � Jr are strictly independent nth order di�erential invariants� Then the set of
di�erentiated invariants DiJ�� i � �� � � � � p� � � �� � � � � r� contains at least �np�q�r� strictly
independent �n � ��st order di�erential invariants� In particular� if there are a maximal
number of strictly independent nth order di�erential invariants� J�� � � � � Jqn � then the set of
di�erentiated invariants DiJ�� i � �� � � � � p� � � �� � � � � qn� contains a complete set of qn��
strictly independent �n� ��st order di�erential invariants�

Theorem 
�� Suppose that G is a group of point or contact transformations� Let
n denote the order of stabilization of the group action� Then there exists a di�erential
invariant coframe 
�� � � � � 
p on Jn��� with corresponding invariant di�erential operators
D�� � � � �Dp� and di�erential invariants J�� � � � � Jm� of order at most n��� such that� locally�
every di�erential invariant can be written as a function of these di�erential invariants and
their derivatives Dj�

� � � Dj�
J� �  � �� � � �� � � � �m�

Note that it is not asserted �in contrast to the single variable case in Theorem ���
that the di	erentiated invariants are necessarily functionally independent� Indeed� the
classi
cation of syzygies� or functional dependencies� among the di	erentiated invariants
is an interesting problem that� as far as I know� has not been investigated in any degree
of generality� Theorem �� states that if the orbit dimension stabilizes at order n� then
all the di	erential invariants can be obtained from those of order at most n� � by apply�
ing the invariant di	erential operators� Moreover� if the stable orbit dimension satis
es
r � sn � q�n�� and so there are at least p independent di	erential invariants I�� � � � � Ip of

order n� then the di	erential invariant coframe DI�� � � � �DIp lives on Jn��� and� moreover�
the fundamental di	erential invariants have orders at most n��� Finally� Theorem �� also
implies that our earlier stabilization and pseudo�stabilization Theorems �� and �� remain
valid in the general multi�dimensional context� I do not know of any interesting examples of
multi�dimensional transformation groups whose orbit dimensions pseudo�stabilize� More�
over� I do not know precisely how many fundamental di	erential invariants are required�
although the dimension bounds of Theorem �� should provide some useful estimates� In�
deed� as remarked in ���� the generalization of Theorem �� to the multi�dimensional case
would be of great importance for studying� for example� the di	erential invariants of sur�
faces and higher dimensional submanifolds of homogeneous spaces�

Finally� for completeness� we recall how di	erential invariants are used to characterize
systems of di	erential equations and variational problems which admit the transformation
group as a symmetry group� The following results go back to Lie� ���� ����� see also �����

Theorem 
�� Let G be a transformation group� and let I�� � � � � Ik� k � in� be a
complete set of functionally independent nth order di�erential invariants� A system of
di�erential equations admits G as a symmetry group if and only if 	restricted to the subset
V �n�
 it can be rewritten in terms of the di�erential invariants�

"��x� u
�n�� � F��I��x� u

�n��� � � � � Ik�x� u
�n��� � �� � � �� � � � � l� ����

��



Theorem 

� Let G be a transformation group� and 
�� � � � � 
p a di�erential invari�
ant coframe � A variational problem admits G as a variational symmetry group if and only
if it has the form

L�u� �

Z
L�x� u�n�� dx �

Z
F
�
I��x� u

�n��� � � � � Ik�x� u
�n��
�

� 	 � � � 	 
p� ����

where I�� � � � � Ik are functionally independent di�erential invariants of G�
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